INTELLIGERE SOLUTIONS

ENABLING SECURE
REMOTE WORKING
Simple, Smart and Secure
BENEFITS
•

Simple, Smart and Secure
solutions that are disrupting how
IT delivers end-user computing.

•

Plug the device into the USB port
of any PC

•

Connect remote workers to a
virtual network

•

Businesses have focussed on ensuring their IT environment is protected through Disaster
Recovery Solutions and impact on the loss of a Data Centre environment, but how do you
ensure Business Continuity in the event of loss of office facilities?
As the Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak continues to affect the UK, there is a real chance
that office facilities become unavailable. As the UK Chief Medical Officers have raised the
risk to the public from low to moderate, businesses must now plan for reduction in staff travel
and possible home working.
Intelligere offers solutions to meet business needs and has partnered with IGEL, offering
SIMPLE, SMART and SECURE solutions that are disrupting how IT delivers end-user computing.

Gives remote workers instant
access to their cloud services,
server-based computing
applications or virtual desktop

•

The industry’s first linux based
micro-endpoint.

ABOUT INTELLIGERE
With more than two decades of
experience, Intelligere is a trusted
partner across business sectors.
Offering comprehensive Strategies,
solutions, supply and services that
help companies meet the everexpanding computing challenges of
today’s IT environment.

01564 797911
hello@intelligere.ltd
www.intelligere.ltd

Combined with IGEL Workspace Edition, the UD Pocket is a powerful integrated solution for
evolving workspace environments. UD Pocket enables remote and mobile workers access
to cloud services, server-based computing applications or virtual desktops.
Staff will have immediate access to the same applications and resources as their
colleagues back in HQ, as well as a device that is remotely manageable. That includes
security patches, upgrades for all supported software, plug-ins and applications.
The IGEL UD Pocket is a valuable tool for keeping remote workers connected to a virtual
network solution, giving them fast, secure and easily manageable access to devices and
applications.
Why work harder than you need to? Get in touch today to discover how we can support
you to deliver a truly exceptional end user experience.
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